CEO’s Corner

Are We Innovating Enough Fast Enough to Grow?
Ever since I saw the congratulatory note about the India team crossing 100, I have thought about writing
this newsletter to ensure that everyone understands the difficulties of maintaining continued growth to
sustain the momentum. We are at a critical juncture as a company where we either grow and become very
successful or stagnate and eventually die. I am sharing my thought process so you can see where I am
coming from and my suggestions about what everyone can do to ensure growth, not stagnation, of the
business.
READ MO RE

Know Your Colleagues
Rakesh Nandan
I'm a digital marketer with a technology and marketing background. I pursued my
B.Tech in IT from SMIT, Sikkim, and an MBA in Marketing from CIMP, Patna. I
have worked as a PHP developer for three years and as I/c Marketing for almost
five years. Since I was looking for a more challenging role within a fast-paced
global organization, I decided to pursue a career in digital marketing and,
fortunately, got the opportunity to join Repugen Web Team. My hobbies are
reading spiritual books and working out. I am also committed to spiritual
practices like prayer and meditation.

Sidharth Kumar
Born and raised in Patna, Bihar, I Completed my BCA from Magadh University in
2019. I started my career as a Graphic Designer during my college life. After
graduation, I was probably planning to move to Delhi, but I received this golden
opportunity and joined RepuGen as a UI & UX Designer. I have learned many
technical things and soft professional skills here, and still, there’s a lot to learn as
learning never stops. I am learning, exploring, and enjoying every aspect of my work
with this team, as all team members are very supportive. Besides work, I like
photography, animations, movies, learning, exploring new things, and more in my
free time."

Work Anniversaries Celebrated
VISHAL ANURAG

SUMIT KUMAR

ANKESH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA

KUMARI KIRTI BALA

SHISHIR KUMAR

SONAM RAJ

SHIVJEE PRASAD

ABHINAV KUMAR

Happy Birthday
July 2022
MAHESH KUMAR

MD SALEH ASHARAF

MINAKSHI DUTAA

RIYA RANI

SIMRAN KAUR

TARANNUM FATMA

VINIT SINHA

HARENDRA CHANDAN

New Project Signed Up
Corbett Insurance & Associates

PHE PCMH Health Care Pvt. Ltd

California Fence Company

Dr. Edgar Mehdikhani, MD.

SaharaCase

Living Proof NYC

Important Links For Digital Marketing
Googlebot Crawls & Indexes First 15 MB HTML Content
Ahrefs reveals its new search engine
Google Featured Snippet Cards Layout

“Please feel free to get in touch for any query and stay safe!”

